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Abstract
The main purpose of this thesis is to investigate the conditions
of stochastic controllability for continuous linear stochastic
dynamic systems, wherein the controlled inputs are subjected to norm-bounded
constrainted sets. Various results are presented in two chapters each with
several sections. In the first one we are interested in the finite-
dimensional case. Definitions of deterministic and stochastic
attainable sets are jgiven and their relationships are examined. Nacessary
and sufficient conditions for stochastic controllability are
derived for a single control as well as for a non-cooperative stochastic
game problem. Whele in the second, some basic prerequisites of infinite-
dimensional measures, in particular, Gaussian distributed type is discussed.
Corresponding to this measure, various properties of stochastic
attainable set extending from valued to Hilbert space valued are studied.
In addition, by extending the approach as applied to the case, conditions
for stochastic controllability with respect to a Hilbert space valued
system are obtained. However, the stochastic system under consideration in
this case is of evolutional type. Relati onships of the stochastic
controllability condition with the usuel and approximete deterministic
controllability conditions for finite and infinite-dimensional system are
being noted respectively. Further, parallel results for the discrete time
case are also stated. Some examples are presented to illustrete our results
in both chapters.
CHAPTER ONE: FINITE DIMENSIONAL (,) STOCHASTIC




The problem of constrained controllability in diterministic
linear system has been investigated very extensively in recent years.
Related reports in this field are given by Barmish and Schmitendorf [1]
and Marzollo [2] , to name just a few. In [2] a systematic account for
the case where constrained set is a ball has been studied. Paralleling
to this research direction, the studies of stochastic controllability for
linear and nonlinear systems are also pursued by many people and various
interesting aspects have been surveyed. Chan [3] , in his recent papers,
has introduced a concept of stochastic controllability for linear stochastic
system sujecting to incomplete state infor mation; moreover, the control
being considered is in feedback form, and non-linear filtering technique
as well as separation principle are applied. Sunahara [4] , and A hara [5]
also have important contributions to the investigation of stochastic
controllability relating to non-linear system. Further, Klamka [6] , looking
from another viewpoint, gives another difinition of stochastic controllabillity
for non-linear system. In his paper, a system is said to be stochastically
controllable if some stability criteria relating to certain Lyapunov's
functions, are satisfied. Most of the above studies in stochastic control-
lability are only concerned with unconstrained controllers. Hence, in this
preset chapter, we attempt to extend the results of Marzollo derived for
the finite-dimensional determinis tic case into the stochastic situation.
Following the notions of stochastic attainable set established by Boyarsky
[7, 8] , we first give a definition of stochastic null controllability
for linear stochastic systems, And, with constrained control imputs being
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considered, necessary and sufficient conditions governing a linear stochastic
system to be (,)-stochastically controllable are derived. It is worth
to note that, when the system is being reduced to the deterministic version
i.e., the noise leveltends to zero, the controllability condition (stated
in Theorem 4.1) implies the deterministic controllability condition, namely,
the controllability matrix is shown to be positive definite. In addition,
the problem of sending stochastically a given initial state into a prescribed
target set is also examined. An example, which is a stochastic version
given by Pontryagin [9], has been worked out in details for illustration.
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Section II. Basic Problems [2] and Preliminaries:-
Given a complete probability space ( , , IP ) , we consider
an n-dimensioal linear stochastic differential system on the time interval
[0, t1] prescribed by
(2.1)
where A(t) and C(t) are n x n
real matrices with bounded and L2-Lebesque measurable entries; B(t) is
a n x h real matrix, also with bounded and q power Lebesque integrable
entries on [0, t1] .
xo( ) , a second order IRn-valued Gaus sian random variable,
belongs to L2( , IP ; IRn) with expectation zero and covariance operator
is an IRn-valued real
Wiener process, independent and with incremental covariance W where
is the standard
orthonormal basis of IRn . Moreover, xo( ) and w(t, ) are stochasti-
cally independent for all t [0, t1] . For brevity, we omit the subscript
in what follows.
IRh-valued input vector, belongs




An admissible control set is defined as
In many applications, due to technical and economic considerations, cons-
traints are usually present in the inputs. This motivates us to define the
constrained control set Upad ,
(2.4)
Let the deterministic version of (2.1) be
dx(t) = [A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t)]dt
x(o) = xo .
(2.5)
Let (t, ) be the sate-transition matrix of system (2.5). Thus (2.1)







The set Upad is closed, convex and weakly compact in L ,p([0, t1]),
p . But for p = , Upad is convex and weakly compact in L ,2([0, t1]).
Proof.
As Upad defined above, we see that Upad is a closed, bounded and
convex set, therefore weakly closed. Due to the reflexivity of L ,p([0, t1]),
Upad is then weakly compact. For the case a.e.
in turn Hence Upad , being a weakly closed subset
of
is weakly compact in L ,2([0, t1])
by the nature of weakly compactness of LM ,2([0, t1]) .
Lemma 2.2:
The map IRn , defined by (2.7) is a linear
continuous compact operator. Rt , defined by (2.8), is compact, convex and
closed in IRn .
Prooof.
Linearity of t is obvious. Further,
with
6Thus t is a bounded and continuous mapping. It maps Upad to some
weakly compact subset of IRn , where coincidence of strong and weak
compactness holds. Hence t is compact. So, is a compact
and also convex, closed subset of IRn .
Definition 2.2 [7], [8]
The t 0 . the Deterministic attainable set at time t is
defined as
(2.9)
By its very definition, we see that K(t) is equivalent to (t, 0)xo + Rt,
hence, it is also a compact, convex and closed subset of IRn by lemma 2.2.
Definition 2.3 [7], [8]
For arbitrary fixed
we say that z IRn is
( , ) attainable at time t [0, t1] , starting from xo , by system
(2.1) if u Upad such that
where IPxo is
the IP-conditioned on is a closed Euclidean (2.10)
-ball in IRn centered at z and x(t) is the solution process of (2.1).





Section III. Properties of A (t) and its relationship with K(t) [8]
From (2.1), we see that its solution process x(t) is Gaussian




According to the definitions of K(t) and A (t) , if C(t) = 0, = 0
and = 1 then A (t) reduces to K(t) , and elements of K(t) are
precisely the means of random solution x(t) for the corresponding u Upad
in (2.1). Therefore, A (t) seems to be a natural extension of K(t) of
the deterministic case to the stochastic situation. Moreover, A (t) K(t)
and the interior of A (t) exists if
by (3.1) and (3.2),
Pxo (x(t) S (z)) is equivalent to
(3.3)
where ( ) denotes the transpose.
Assumption 3.1
a) In order to have G-1(t) well-defined, we assume that A(t), B(t), C(t)
are such that G(t) is positive definite.
b) are being chosen such that
8(3.4)
otherwise
Now, for arbi trary fix we define
Again, assumptions on are made such that and is
not a singleton.
Lemma 3.1
Q(t) is compact and convex in IRn .
Proof.
In view of (3.5), Q(t) is sequentially compact and hence compact
in IRn .
Define (3.6)
Since is a positive definite matrix, so that
is logarithmic concave. Let x1, x2 Q(t) , then 3 two corresponding
controls
9For convexity of Q(t) , it is sufficient to show that
such that
By the convexity of and K(t) , we see that
belong to upad , K(t)
respectively. Hence, with the logarithmic concavity nature,
Thus and convexity of Q(t) follows.
Remark 3.1
It can be proved that Q(t) is infact strictly convex.
Now, let us consider the Gaussian distrbution with covariance G(t).
and mean mut at time t where By the definition of Q(t) , we
observe that each point satisfies (3.3). Thus
Since every element in K(t) is
represented as mut for some thus (3.7).
For degenerate distribution, A (t) is nothing but identical to
K(t).
Lemma 3.2
If M and N are closed convex set in IRn with either of them
being compact, then M + N is closed and convex. In addition, if both are
compact, then M + N is compact.
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This lemma follows from standard arguments.
Lemma 3.3
A (t) is closed, convex and compact in IRn .
Proof.
By definition 2.2 and lemmas 3.1, 3.2, we see that A (t) , given
by (3.7), is closed, convex and compact in IRn .
Remark 3.2
Since and are preassigned parameters and they also depend
on the degree of accuracy desired, hence, smaller and larger implies
tacking a smaller target with greater certainty.
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Section IV. Main results on Stochastic Controllability
In this section, we are interested in investigating the conditions
for determining whether or not there exists imput control u by which
the initial state of system (2.1) can be steered to the origin or some
target set at time
Definition 4.1




System (2.1) is said to be stochastically locally null-
controllable at on if there exists a neighborhood of
in such that system (2.1) is stochastically nall controllable
at each in stochastic sense, as defined by (4.2).
Remark 4.1
may be taken as an r-uall Then y in
stochastic sense, is simply defined as or
(4.2)
on the other hand, we see that sup
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Definition 4.3
System (2.1) is said to be stochastically controllable
at on if
(4.3)
Before we develop the main theorems, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1
If M and N are closed and convex sets in with either of
them being compact, then
(i) M N iff we have
inf <g, m> sup. <g, n> (4.4)
m M n N
(ill) MCN iff we have
sup <g, m> sup <g, n>
m M n N
(4.5)
The proof of this lemma is based on the strict separation theorem.
Details are omitted.
The orem 4.1
System (2.1) is stochastically null controllable at
on iff for each g
13
(4.6)
where() denotes the transpose.
Proof.
In view of definition 4.1 system (2.1) is (e, 6)-stochastically










it then follows from definition 2.2,
are, convex ana compact sets in
is closed, convex and coinnactin by lemma
3.2. Hence, (4.7) holds iff
(4.7a)
Svmm et ri e s o f and about the origin have been taken
into account, so that (4.7a) is equivalent to
(4.7b)
where
By Chebyshev' s inequality,
(4. 7b) leads to
and
sup sup
(by 1 em ma 4.1, (4.5))
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i.e. (4.6).
(Note that the expectation E, conditioned on
with respect to the preassigned complete probability space
For brevity we drop the subscript i n wha t f o 11 ow s.
Remark 4.2a
w-5 th s.= 0. (4.6) is trivially satisfied. If consider
the unit norm then (4.6) still holds. Hence, system (2.0 is
(e, 6)-stochastically null controllable on [0, t J iff (4.6) holds for
each with unit norm.
Remark 4.2t
In view of theorem 4.1» we have proved that system (2.1) is (s,)-
stochastically null controllable at on iff for each





When the stochastic system (2.1) is being reduced to a deterministic version,
then (4.6a) becomes
and letting e 4, 0, in turn this leads to
(4.6b)or e qui vale ntly
However the positive definite of is the well-known
sufficient condition for the controllability of deterministic version of (2.1),
Therefore, we can arrived at the following conclusion. MYhen the system (2.1)
is being reduced into the deterministic case, the condition for (e,)-
stochastically controllability implies the deterministic controllability
condition (4.6b)
Theorem 4.2






By definition 4.2, (2.1) is (e, 6 )-s tochas tic ally locally null
r r v 4 1 ~1 V i i -I- (L .6) holds for
th 'i s v.
(4.2)
hoids w. m 1.
how, symmetry of B(OJ a.bout trie origin has been taken into consideratio:






In turn (4.10a) leads to
or_ nn i val pn 11 v.
(4. 1 Ob)
Hence subs ti tutinr this into (4.9), (4.H) follows.
T'npnrpm I,
If the target set u is a closed and convex subset in then
system (2.1) is (t:, b) stochastically d'-contreliable on [0, t j iff for
o a r n wp h p v f
(4.11)
Proof.
Prom definition 4.3 system (2 .1) is (e, i )-stochastic ally
(4.3)fi-controllable iff









or. i f f
Since
and
is convex, closed and compact
inherits all the properties of so doe s the same for
therefore, lemma 4.1 (i) implies
(4.12) holds
(4.13)
In view of the symmetries of about the origin, (4.13)
hold s
(4.1 3a)
By Chebyshev's inequality, (4.13a) leads to








and (L. 11) results.
marl
then system (2.1) is (e.. b)-stochastically 0-c on troll able on
iff for each we have
(4.14}
Remark 4.4
Ii' ft is unbounded, i.e. sup <g,z> =o
then system (2.1 J is trivially (e, 6)- stochastically ft-coritrollable or







Now, suppose our target set is an m-dimension subspace of IRn .
Let m be a linear and continuous projection onto along , it can
be represented by an n x n matrix with kernel space .
Thus, m( t u) is convex and compact by lemma 2.2 and x(t1)
iff Similar to Theorem 4.3, we have the following:-
Teorem 4.4
If is an r-dimensional subspace of IRn , the system (2.1) is
( , ) stochastically -controllable on [0,t1] iff g IRn , we have
(4.15)
Remark 4.5
(a) If m = n i.e. = IRn , then the problem with projection
m becomes meaningless.
(b) If m = 0, = {0}, then o = I (identity projection
matrix). Hence (4.15) reduces to (4.6).
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Section V. Stochastic G-arne Problem
In this section, we are interested in the non-cooperative stochastic
game problem with two non-cooperative controllers, one represents a pursuer
whilst the other plays the role of an evader.
The game system is governed by the following stochastic differential
equation:-
Where real matrices, with bounded and
-power Lebesque inferrable entries on respectively.
pursuer's control, is an-
-valued, input vector and belongs tc
Lebesque inferrable function space.
v(t), evader's control, is an
-valued input vector and belongs to
Lebesque inferrable function space.
W e denot e Then define







Analogous to Lemma 2.1 and 2.2, we can prove that, Upad,V ad are
closed, convex and weakly compact in IRn ; are linear continuous
compact mappings and RPt, Ret are closed, convex and compact sets in IRn .
The deterministic version of (5.1) is prescribed by
dx(t) = [A(t)x(t) + B (t)u(t) + B (t)v(t)]dt
x(0) = xo .
(5.6)
Definition 5.1
For t o , the Deterministic attainable set at time t for
system (5.6) is defined as
(5.7)
Hence K(t) = (t, 0)xo + RPt + Ret .
and by lemma 3.2, K(t) is a compact and convex set in IRn .
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Definition 5.2
The stochastic attainable set at time t for system (5.0 is
defined as
(5.8)
Here x(t) is the solution process of (5.0.
By adopting similar approach as applied in the one-control case (c.f.
sectL on III), we can analogously show that is convex.
compact set in
Dpfi ni ti on
System (5-0 is said to be (e, b)-stochastically max-min null
controllable on [0, t.] if for each announced evader's control




System (5.0 is said to be (e, 5 )-stochastically max-min
O-controllable on if for each announced
whi p.h st.ppr.! thp i ni ti a~ tip-hp to 1 at time in the sense that




System (5«1) is (e, b )-stochastically max-min null controllable
i ff for PRfihon we have
(5.11)
Proof,
In view of definition 5.3, system (5.0 is (e, )-stochastically












Symmetries of and about the origin are being
considered, therefore (5.12b) is equivalent tc
(5.12c)
By Chebyshev s inequality,
(5.12c) leads to






Hence (51 0 follows.
Theorem S-2
If the target set Q is closed and convex, system (50 is















hence is a closed convex and
nomnpi rit st i r Thus, by lemma 4.1 (i) (4.4), (5.14)
holds iff
(5.14a)
Svmmptri ps of1 about the origin are being considered,and














Analogous to the discussion in Section IV, if we assume the target
set f n hp a m—rl 1 m c? n nrml Qnh Qrvo ro i n be a
continuous projection onto along then similar to theorem 5.2, we
have
Thprrr pm R_ R
If is a m~dimensional subsnace oi then
system (5.1) is (e, 6)-stochastically max-mir controllable on iQ, t.J
iff for all
(5.15)
For the case then (5.15) reduces to (5.11).
Examnle R.1
Consider the stochastic version of game problem f 9l in IR, wher
(513) follows.
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x, y denote 'the pursuer, evader respectively satisfying
(5.1.1)
on [0, 1], such that
where ol 9 p 9 p, a 0; x, y are mutually independent second order
G-aussian random variables with mean zero and corvariance X, Y respectively;
are two general white noises, being represented by
respectively in a weak sense; w., wn are respectively two mutually
independent Wiener processes with covariance W and where trace
trace and themselves also independent with
Svstem (5.1.1) can be rewritten as
(5.1 .2)
(5.1.3)











Compare (5.1.3) with (5.1.1)
Hence
(5.1 .8)also
Thus z (O) is second order Gaussian variable with mean zero and
covariance further, it is also independent with
32
The state transition matrix of (5.1.) is $(t, t)= 1. Since
we are only interested in x(1J= y(1), i.e. z (1)- 0, so our target
notifV that dimension of Let
[n order to test for controllability, we use (5.15).











Rii -f. in the definition of hence
(5.1 .10)
Since therefore we can take as then
w= cpti nrilv take but it is meaningless at all. Hence we require
the fiynrpflai nn
(5.1.11)
By means of Tirci In a r in addition,
from (5.1.9) and (5.1 .11) we see that the larger the value of e being chosen
the larger will be the value of 5 obtained. Hence we come to the case that
in order to ensure e 0 and 1£ h 0, we reouire
in turn, this is also the condition for systems (5.1.12)
and (5.1.13) to be (e, b) stochastically max-min null controllable on [0, ll.
Besides, if f (a) f(j3) i.e. a 8 ant
(5.1.10)
will no longer hold. Hence the system (5.1.12) and (5.1.13) will not be
max-min null controllable.
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Section VI. Discrete-Time System
Throughout this section, we consider the linear systems prescribed
by stochastic difference equations instead of differential equations.
Analogous proofs and results are obtained as those derived in the continuous
time case, hence we only state them without detailed proofs being omitted.
Under a preassigned complete probability space we
consider the stochastic game system, on discrete time range
described by following stochastic difference
equation:
(6.1)
whe re are of compatiable dimension real matrices.
is a second order G-aussian random variable with mean zero and
covariance is a vector-valued Wiener process wi th independent;
ncremental covariance W and itself is being independent with
measurable with respect to both arguments, is a second order
vector-valued random variable, further it is also G-aussian distributed sinn.e
being a solution of (7.1) initiated by
The solution of (6.1) cnn be ernressed a s
(6.2)
and





is the state-transition matrix of
(6.4)
Note that $(y, 0) is non-singular iff A(k)
non-singular.
Remark 6.1
For autonomous system, state-transition matrix is simply defined as
(6.5)
and is non-singular iff A is non-singular
Similar notations are adopted in the present case as those appear





For the norms of v(k), similar definitions are applied but with subscripts
(6.6)
instead of Besides, the constrained control sets
(6.7)
are convex, compact in corresponding dimensional space. Let
Similar to lemma 2.2, we have are linear continuous compact
(6.8)
operators and are convex, compact sets in
Definition 6.1
The deterministic attainable set for svstem (6.L.) at time instant
c i s Ho'Pi nar} as
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(6.9)
Kfk). in fact, is a convex and comnact set in
Definition 6.2
The stochastic attainable set for system (6.1) at time instant k
is defined as
(6.10)
where x(k) is the k-th time instant solution of (6.1) and e are arbitrary
fixed, with 1 b 0.
satisfyingLet Q (k) be set of points
(6.11)
(6.12)
By similar approach in the proofs for the continuous time case, we see that
properties and relationships between Deterministic and Stochastic attainable
sets can be carried over to the discrete time situation.
wh prp
are compact, convex sets ir
(6.13)




The discrete time system (6.1) is said to be ( , ) stochastically
max-min -controllable on discrete time range {0, } if for each announced
v(k) Vad , the pursuer's control u(k) Upad exis ts and steers the initial
state xo to at the -the terminal step in the sense that
(6.13)
Theorem 6.1
If the target set is closed and convex in IRn , then (6.1) is
( , )-stochastically max-min -controllable on {0, } iff for all
g IRn , we have
(6.14)
Remark 6.1
a) Since the simplest geometric structure for is a ball, therefore
under this case,
39
if is a ball centered at yo
with radius r .
b) If is a m-dimensional subspace of IRn and denote m be the
continuous projection from IRn onto along i.e. Null space
then (6.1) is ( , ) stochastically max-min -controllable
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CHAPTER TWO: INFINITE DIMENSIONAL (e, 6) STOCHASTIC




Recently, there are many reports on the study of Controllability
for infinite-dimensional systems, including those presented by Balakrishnan
[1], Curtain and Pritcbard [3] and the comprehensive survey given by Russell
[2], However, the study of stochastic controllability in this area, as far
as the author is aware, seems to have not been taken up by many researchers.
The Dresent chanter is devoted to an investigation of extending
stochastic controllability results into infinite dimensional space. Here,
the control inputs under considerati on are also restricted to some simple
constrainted sets or more explicitly being norm-bounded. In the first part
by taken up the approach as presented by Boyarsky [4J in we give
the definition of deterministic and (e, 8)-stochastic attainable sets for
infinite-dimensional spaces. In the second part, conditions for (e, 8)-
stochastic controllability w.r.t a single control and stochastic non-
cooperative game problems are considered, for the former case, it is
interesting to note that when the system is being reduced to the deterministic
situation, (e, 8 )-stochastic controllability will simply imply approximat
controllability. Further, the results we obtained in tie theorems, are
illustrated by some examples dealing with stochastic linear partial differential
equations and stochastic differential delay equations which usually arise in
stochastic control problems for distributed systems.
42
Section II. Preliminaries and basic problems. [3], f 5]
Let X be a real separable Hilbert space and 56 be the a-algebra
of Borel sets in X (because of the separability of the space X, it is
sufficient that 56 contain all spheres). Let p be a normalized Gaus sian
measure defined on the measurable space (X, 56).
Definition 2.1
By a Gaussian measure p in Hilbert space (X, 56) we mean that
has the characteristic functional in the form
(2.1)
where a e X and A is a symmetric bounded non-negative nuclear operator
on X and is completely continuous. If A is strictly positive, the
measure p is called non-degenerate.
Definition 2.2
Let L be a finite-dimensional subspace of X, ?T be theIj
orthogonal projection operator on L and B a Borel set from L. A set
of the form
(2.2)
will be defined as a cylinder set with set B as its base. The set of
cylinder sets with bases m L is a o~-algebra written as
Por each finite-dimensional subspace L of X, we can consider
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the restriction of this measure to and define the measure on
the of Borel sets of L as follows:
2.3
Hence, corresponding: to each measure p, we can associate the set of its
projections on finite-dimensional subspaces of X. In turn,
knowing; we can also determine on With these facts, we
come to the following observation which will be useful in the sequel.
It follows from (2.1) that all fi nite-dimensional projections p
of the Gaussian measure p are also Gaussian measures in the respective
subspaces. Hence, we can define a set of subspaces L, where projections
upon which completely determine p and, on L the structure of p is
relatively simple.
Let be a complete orthonormal!zed system of eigenvectors of
onprat.or A and the corresponding eigenvalues. Let
and Then for








for any Borel set (2.4)
Foether with the nro.iection def i ned as we obtain




X may be viewed as and X is measurable w.r.t.
is a cylinder set from andIn fact
With the definition of an infinite product measure,




measure the minimal cr-algebra containing all cylinder
sets in L, is possible. Besides, extension of p to L done by setting
is also -possible. Further and
coincide on all cylinder sets from hpir.ft p.ni nni rift on so this
leads to
(2.7)
Further. defined on the measurable snace has support
X. Then, by Remark 2.1, and so by (2.7)»
(2 .A)
Thus, the nondegenerate Gaussian measure p given in definition 2.1 can be
represented as an infinite product of measures defined on an orthogonal
system of linear one-dimensional subspaces. If for the case of partially
degenerated p, such product expression like (2., also exists but it
composes of two different product measures, one defined on M (the closure
of the range of operator A) and the other on M's orthogonal complement.
Let X, U be real separable Hilbert spaces and (X, io, p) be a
measure space, p being a Gaussian measure and




complete probability space, x(t, to) is a X-valued stochastic process
satisfying the stochastic evolution equationfrom
46
where is a second order Gaussian X-valued random
variable with mean zero and covariance operator
is an X-valued Wiener process and
a complete orthonormal basis for X, where are
mutually independent real Wiener process with incremental covariance and
where W nuclear in its nature is
the covariance operator of w(tj, besides w(tj is independent with
further, B(t) and C(t) are respective norm-continuous bounded
linear operators from U to X and X to X. A(t), being a non-constant
operator. is linearlv defined on X.
To have solution from (2.8), we require the following assumptions
on the operator A(t), [6]:—
Domain is dense in X and is independent of
t. and A is a closed operator.
ff op p Vi the resolvent set




where the constants p, a are independent of t, t, s i.e. by (2.10)
bounded operator is Holder continuous in t in the uniform




Then exists a unique fundainental solution S(t, t) of (2.8),
belonging to IB (x) (space of bounded continuous operator from X to
itself) and it is norm continuous in further it satisfies
the following properties
and it is norm-continuous in
Hence, S(t, t) is an almost strong evolution operator. With the operator
S(t, t) defined as above, we obtain the mild solution of (2.8):-
where u, the admissible control, belongs to certain abstract Lebesque
intestable snace defined later, further, all integrations
appearing in (2.11) and all expressions in the follows are in Bochner sense.
In the autonomous situation, the fundamental solution of (2.8)
has the form We note that the assumptioi: irrmiie s
t r and holds, then -A will generate a strongly






can be continued analytic allv into the sector
For pflnh and all
For any such that
where, we can represent
Though in the sections follows, ve only deal with time-dependent
systems; however, same results will still hold for the autonomous situation
only with the replacement of S(t, t) by T and all time varying
t-T
»
matrices are replaced by constant matrices.
is abstract Lebesque measurable
Let
(2.12)
and denote the eauivalent classes bv vith respect to the norm
(2.12a)
Then is a Hilbert space.






T.pmrn r 9 1
The sets are convex and weakly compact in
(2.13)
Proof.
Obviouslv. convex! tv. boundness and closedness of
follow from its definition. Hence thev are weaklv closed and bounded in
and these imnlv the weak comnactness of
Lemma?.?
For each t f 1. maorins
dp-fi ned hv (2.14)
is a linear continuous operator and
(2.15)
is convex and weakly compact.
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Pro of.
Li nfiari tv of is obvious. Since
with both S(t, t) and B(t) are bounded operators, norm continuous in
Thus
follows.
Hence is bounded and continuous wi th respect to the weak topologies in
and X. Consequently, sets are
convex and weaklv comnact in X. In fact. is also closed in X due
to the closedness of
Lemma 2. 3
If M and N are closed convex sets in X with M being weakly
compact, then M+ N is closed convex in X. In addition, if N is
weaklv comnact then M+ N is weaklv comnact in X.
Proof.
Convexity of M+ N is obvious
Let g c M+ it (closure of M+ N) in X (snace X with weak
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topology). Then such that
Since M is weakly compact. then subsequence is chosen
such that Now for sequence
in N with corres oondina subscrint we have
As N is closed convex, it is weaklv closed in and thsr
Hence M+ N is weakly closed and closed by its convexity.
if N is weaklv comnact then M x N is comDact in Let
be sequences in such that and
hnl rls
this illustrate the continuous property of the addition operator
Since+ (M x N)= M+ N, thus, M+ N is therefore
weakly compact.
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Seoti on ITT. and. its relationship with K(t), Fkl:-









so by lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, K(t) is closed, convex and weakly compact in X,
T3o-fS rii On nn 9
?nr prhi +.r%«rv f i ypH we say that a DOint z
is (e, 5) stochastically attained at time t by the solution process x(t)
if
(3.4)
where is the probability measure IP-conditioned on
Hence the stochastic attainable sol for system (2.8) at time t is
the collection of all points z, defined in the above; or
(3.5)
Properties of
It can be shown that the solution process x(t) of (2.8) or
expressed exolicitlv in (2.11) is G-aussian distributed with measure u
and mean and covariance
(3.6)
Prom now on() denotes adioint oneratars.
Here the G-aussian measure jj has the characteristic functional
Suitable assumptions are applied
to A(t), B (t) and C (t) such that G-(t) is positive definite for each
t, i.e. we only consider the non-degenerate distribution.
Sine e (2.7)
(3.7)
wH is a Doint in one dimensional subspace of X spanned
beine the uroiectior of u. on
is alsn a Gaussian measnra with mpai and covariance
whe re i s the ei genv en t or of and is the correspond¬
ing eigenvalues.




where ,q Lfibpsnut? measure on is defined by
Bv definitions, we see that if C (t)= 0. e= 0, the form of
seems to be the natural extensionwill reduce to
of further, in view of (3-2) and (3.6), we see that elements in K(t)
are precisely the means of random solution process x(t) of system (2.8).
Nov, assume e, 5 being chosen such that
(3.9)
otherwise we can show that the interior of
is non-empty and
(3.10)





Assume£. B are such that and not singleton, V k.
Lemma 3.1
is compact and convex
Proof.
By Lemma 3.1 in the finite-dimensional chapter,
are all compact. Hence by Tychonoff's theorem, the compactness of Q(t)
follows. Moreover, Q(t) is also closed since Q(t) is the Cartesian
product of orthogonal closed sets Tn nrnvp
convexity, it is sufficient to show that for
;r equivalently
(3.12)
.Equivalency is asserted by the orthogonal properties between But
is convex as proved in the previous chapter, hence holds
and thus convexity of Q (t) follows.
Now, we consider the G-aussian distiibution with mean ana
envariance in whe r e Then each point z in the
is the set
of points in X such that the e-balls centered at these points have
set thus
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probability Further, in view of definitions for K(t) and A (t) ,
we see that (3.13)
Hence, by lemma 2.3, A(t) is closed, convex and weakly compact in X .
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Section IV. ( , ) Stochastic Controllability
In this section, we are interested in investigating the conditions
of ( , )-stochastic controllability for system (2.8) with input
constraints (2.13).
Before we come to any definitions or theorems, we first need the
following lemma:-
Lemma 4.1
If M and N are non-empty closed convex sets in X with one of








and since they are non-empty,
closed and convex and being either one of them is compact in the locally convex
space Xw with weak topology, then, by strict separation theorem,
exists such that
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Thus, (4.1) cannot hold
(ii) Necessity: Obvious.
Sufficiency: If h M\N , then {h} is compact and
convex in X . By Strict Separation the orem, 0 g X exists such that
Hence, (4.2) does not hold for all g X .
Definition 4.1
System (2.8) is said to be ( , ) stochastically null-controllable
at xo on [0, t1] if u Upad such that A (t1) {0} . (4.3).
Definition 4.2
System (2.8) is said to be ( , ) stochastically locally null-
controllable at xo on [0, t1] if there exis ts a neighbourhood N(xo) of
xo in X such that for each y N(xo) , in stochastic sense defined by
(4.3a), system (2.8) is ( , ) stochastically null-controllable at yo on
[0, t1] .
Remark 4.1
Neighborhood N(xo) may be taken as an r-ball, Br(xo) . Then
y Br(xo) in stochastic sense is simply defined as on
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the other hand we see that sup
Definition 4.3
System (2.8) is said to be ( , )-stochastically -controllable
at xo on [0, t1] if u Upad which steers xo to at t1 in a
stochastic sense i.e., (4.4)
Main Results on ( , )-stochastic controllability are presented
in the following theorems.
Theorem 4.1
System (2.8) is ( , )-stochastically null controllable at xo
iff t1 0 and for all g X
(4.5)
Proof.
In view of definition 4.1, system (2.8) is ( , )-stochastically







Since by definition 3.1, and lemma 3.2, we see that
is closed, convex and weakly compact in X .
Therefore (4.6) holds iff
(by lemma 4.1(i), (4.2)) (4.6a)
Symmetries of B (0) and Upad about the origin have been taken into
consideration. Thus (4.6a) is equivalent to
(4.6b)
where




(Note:- Expectation Exo , conditioned on {x = xo} , is taken with
respect to the preassigned complete probability space ( , , IP) . For
brevity, we drop the subscript xo in what follows.
Remark 4.2a
With g = 0, (4.5) is trivially satisfied. If g 0 , consider
the unit norm then (4.5) still holds. Hence, system (2.8) is
( , )-stochastically null controllable on [0, t1] iff (4.5) holds for
each g X with unit norm.
Remark 4.2b
By theorem 4.1, we have shown that system (2.8) is ( , )-stochastically
nullcontrollable iff (4.5) holds. From the definition of Upad , we have
0 , hence, by (4.5), the following expression follows
holds (4.5a)




Let ↓ 0 ， (4.5b) will asymptotically tend to
(4.5c)
In view of (4.5c), it is seen that
(4.5d)
implies g = 0 on [0, t1] and this result meets the sufficient condition
for deterministic version of (2.8) to be approximately controllable on [0, t1].
Consequently, we can say that "When the system (2.8) is being reduced to the
deterministic situation, condition (4.5) implies the deterministic approximate
controllability condition (4.5d)."
Theorem 4.2
System (2.8) is ( , )-stochastically locally null controllable
at xo on [0, t1] iff r 0 and for each g X ,
(4.7)
Proof.
By definition 4.2, (2.8) is ( , )-stochastically locally null-
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Since Br(0) is symmetric about the origin and (4.9) holds not only for g
but also -g X , hence, (4.9) becomes
In turn (4.9a) leads to
or equivalently,
(4.9b)
Hence substituting this into (4.8), (4.7) follows.
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Theorem 4.3
If is a closed convex set in X , then system (2.8) is




From definition 4.3, system (2.8) is ( , )-stochastically
-controllable iff (4.4)





is closed, convex and weakly compact in X (by lemma 2.2), hence,
inherits all properties of Rt1 , so
does the same for (by lemma 2.3).
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Therefore with lemma 4.1 (i), (4.1); (4.11) holds iff
(4.12)
Symmetries of
and B (0) about the origin are being considered, then
(4.12) holds iff
(4.12a)
By Chebyshev's inequality, (4.12a) leads to
Hence, (4.10) follows.
Remark 4.3




Now,suppose is a null subspace of X . Let be the continuous
projection : X → X With defined, where the range
R( ) and the kernel N( ) are closed subspaces of X .
Theorem 4.4
If then system (2.8) is ( , )-stochastically
-controllable at xo on [0, t1] iff for all g X ,
+ trace W (4.14)
Remark 4.4
If = {0} , then = I (identity operator) and (4.14) reduces
to (4.5).
Section V. Stochastic G-ame Problem
In this section, we are interested in the stochastic game problem
defined on a real separable Hilbert space X with two non-cooperative
controllers, a pursuer and an evader respectively.
The game system is governed by the stochastic evolution equation:-
whprp
(5.1)
are bounded operators and norm continuous for t 0,
Assumptions on A(t) as. prescribed in Section 2 still hold in the present
section. u(t), the pursuer's control, lies in the Hilbert space
the evader's control, lies in the Hilbert
Here U, V are also separable Hilbert spaces.space







with t [0, t1] .
Then, we admit the mild solution of (5.1) to be
(5.6)
where S(t, ) is the almost strong continuous evolution operator generated
by -A(t) .
Analogous to lemma 2.1, and 2.2, we have are closed,
convex and weakly compact in X ; are linear continuous mappings
and are closed, convex and weakly compact sets in X .
Consider the deterministic version of (5.1):
x(0) = xo . (5.7)
Definition 5.1
For t 0 , the deterministic attainable set K(t) for system
(5.7) at time t is the set
(5.7)
With the natures of we see that K(t) is weakly compact,
closed and convex in X (by lemma 2.3).
Definition 5.2
for arbitrary fixed e 0 and 1£ 6 0, the stochastic
attainable set at time t for system (5.0 is defined as
(5.9)
Here x(t) is the mild solution (5.6).
Paralleling to the one-control case (r.f. Section 111), we adopt similar
procedures to prove the following assertions:-
i n.onvftY. wnkl v pmd a! oRd in X.
Definition 5.3
System (5-0 is (e, S)-stochastically max-min null-controllable
at on [0, t.l if for each announced such that
or (5.10)
Definition 5A
Tho stochastic e-aine svstem is said to be (V.. S -stochasti callv




if for each announced
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Theorem 5.1
System (5.1) is ( , )-stochastically max-min mull-controllable




By definition 5.3, system (5.1) is ( , )-stochastically max-min
null controllable on [0, t1]
(5.10)iff
or, iff





Then by the weakly compactness of K(t) and B (0) in X, t [0, t1] ,
and together with lemma 2.3, lemma 4.1(ii) being applied, we see that (5.13a)
holds iff
(5.14)
Since and B (0) are symmetric about the origin, it follows that
(5.14) is equivalent to
(5.14a)




If the target set is closed and convex, system (5.1) is
( , )-stochastically max-min -controllable on [0, t1] iff for all
g X, we have
(5.15)
Proof.
In view of definition 5.4, system (5.1) is ( , )-stochastically





hence, is a closed, convex and weakly compact set in X (by lemma 2.3)).
Terefore, by lemma 4.1(i), (4.1); (5.16) holds
iff
(5.16a)
Since and B (0) are symmetric about the origin, so (5.16a) holds
iff
(5.16b)
By Chebyshev's inequality, (5.16b) leads to (5.15).
Remark 5.1
If then (5.15) reduces to (5.12) .
If is a null space corresponding to a continuous projection
: X → X such that X = N( ) IR( ) where null space N ( ) and range
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R( ) are closed subspaces of X . Then we will have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3
If
system (5.1) is ( , )-stochastically -controllable
at xo on [0, t1] iff
(5.17)
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Section VI. Applications [3], [7]
In realistic applications, many systems, governed by partial
differential equations or by delay differential equations, have their
appropriate state space being infinite dimensional function space. Now,
we will present some examples to illustrate the applicability of our
results derived in the previous sections.
Example 6.1
Heat Equation [3]
Suppose we have the following stochastic equation
(6.1.1)
where
and w(t) is an X-valued Wiener process
(6.1.3)
where n(t) are real Wiener processes, independent, with incremental
covariance and such that is a
second order X-valued Gaussian random variable with expectation zero,
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covariance operator Po L(X) such that
cos n = a
cos n , and is also
independent with w(t) , t 0 .
cos generates a complete orthonormal basis for X = L2[0, 1].
A generates an Analytic Semigroup St , presented by
cos n π cos n π y h(y)dy . (6.1.4)
So, St : X → D(A) and
dw( ). (6.1.5)
In order to examine the ( , )-stochastic null-controllability of
system (6.1), we have to compute the following terms:-
For any we have the following representation
cos n π
(6.1.6)
where x(y)cos n π y d y
cos n π cos k π
cos k π y zo (y)dyX
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(6.1.7)
cos n y by (6.1.6)
Therefore cos n y cos n y dy
cos n y a




By (6.1.8) and (6.1.9), we see that
(6.1.10)
Hence, with the comparison between (6.1.10) and (6.1.7), we observe that
for all x X, (6.1.7) (6.1.10) for sufficiently large value of T.
So as to find the time T, depending on the initial condition xo, we
let then Hencein order that
(6.1.7) (6.1.10) we should have
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Solving for T ,
or
Thus if we take
then the system (6.1.1) is ( , )-stochastically null-controllable at xo X .
Example 6.2 [3]
One dimensional wave equation
Consider the formal stochastic evolution equation
(6.2.1)
where (t, ) represents some dis tributed noise disturbance.
are independent second order Gaussian X-valued random variables
with expectation zero and covariance operator Po, P1 L(X) , where
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sin n = an sin n , P sin n = n sin n and
further, are both
independent with w(t) defined later.
Now X In
abstract form, (6.2.1) may be written as
(6.2.2)dg dt + C dw
where g =
is a X-valued Wiener process, with properties same as those
mentioned in example 6.1.
where
i.e. A is self-adjoint.
The operator Ag
on generates a strongly continuous semigroup St .





where n = sin
n = 1, 2, 3,
generates a complete orthonormal basis
for L2[0, 1] = X .
It is easy to show that S*t = S-t , therefore
Let P = [I, 0] .
(6.2.5)
Since we want the final state z( , T) = 0, [0, 1] only, so our target
set is = N(P) . Thus the system (6.2.1) is ( , )-stochastically null-




Now, we first compute the following terms
so that (with 0
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(6.2.7)
Since Bp = Be = C , we only need to evaluate the term
Observations:
Let T = , Z+ , hence the right-hand side of (6.2.6) becomes
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(6.2.8)
By comparing (6.2.7) and (6.2.8) in order to ensure the system be ( , )-
stochastically null-controllable, we should have
or
or (6.2.9)
Then, let T = and be an integer such that
the system (6.2.1) is ( , )-stochastically null-
controllable at
Now let us test for Locally null controllable with the assumption
that the neighborhood N(xo) if xo is a ball with radius r . We first
have the following computation.
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(when T= Z+).
In order the system to be(, )-stochastically locally null-
controllable, we should have
or, equivalently,
(6.2.10)
We observe that the value of T i (6.2.10) the value of T in
(6.2.9). Hence, we can conclude that the time needed for tye system to be
locally null controllable is longer than the null controllable case.
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Example 6.3 [7]
Stochastic retarded functional differential equation.
We consider the linear system on [0,t1] :
+ B(t)u(t)dt + C(t)dw(t)
(0) = h(0) (6.3.1)
where -b 0 and b is a positive number; X is a Hilbert space;
w(t) is an X-valued Wiener process
described same as in Section II; h L2([-b, 0]; X) and control term
u(t) Upad , defined as what follows in Section II.
Now we introduce the space M2(-b, 0; X) as follows:
LetL2(-b, 0; X) be the space of measurable, square integrable
X-valued functions on [-b, 0] ; then M2(-b, 0; X) is the Hilbert-space
of equivalence classes of functions in L2(-b, 0; X) under the equivalence
relation
and is isometrically is omorphic to the space X x L2(-b, 0; X) . Then the
corresponding M2-version of (6.3.1) is
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dz(t) = A(t)z(t)dt + B(t)u(t)dt + C(t)dw(t)
z(0) = h (6.3.2)
where
A(t) : W1,2 M2 , is a densely closed operator with domain
D(A(t)) = W1,2 and is defined by
Here W1,2 is a Soholev's space
W1,2([-b, 0]; X) = {x L2({-b, 0]; X) : Dx (the distributional
derivative of x) L2([-b, 0]; X)}
Together with the embedding z → (z(0), z( )) , W1,2 is a subspace of
M2([-b, 0]; X) .
It is readily proved that (6.3.2) has the mild solution
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(6.3.3)
where U(t, s) is the evolution operator associated with A (t) and is
given by
and (t, s) : X → X is the unique solution of
Now let u Upad , thus the system (6.3.2) is ( , )-stochastically
null-controllable at h iff T 0 , for all g M*2 = M2 , we have
be projections on M2 such that
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Here system (6.3.2) is X-( , )-stochastically controllable at
h with target set H iff T 0 and for all g L2([-b, 0]; H) ,
+ trace W
on the other hand, system 6.3.2 is L2-( , )-stochastically controllable
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